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CHAPTER 12CHAPTER 12

Other Arrays
 

Chapter 11 on phased arrays only covered arrays made of 
vertical (omnidirectional) radiators. You can, of course, design 
phased arrays using elements that, by themselves, already 
exhibit some horizontal directivity; eg, horizontal dipoles. 

Even at relatively low heights (0.3 λ), arrays made of 
horizontal elements (dipoles) can be quite attractive. Their 
intrinsic radiation angle is certainly higher than for an array 
made of vertical elements, but unless the electrical quality of 
the ground is good to excellent, the horizontal array may 
actually outperform the vertical array even at low angles. 

The vertical radiation angle (wave angle) of arrays made 
with vertical elements (typical λ/4 long elements) depends 
only on the quality of the ground in the Fresnel zone. Radia
tion angles range typically from 15° to 25°. The same is true 
for arrays made with horizontally polarized elements, but we 
have learned that reflection efficiency is better over bad 
ground with horizontal polarization than it is with vertical 
polarization (see Chapter 9, Section 1.1.2 and Chapter 8, Sec
tion 1.2.1.1). 

The elevation angle for antennas with horizontally polar
ized elements basically depends on the height of the antenna 
above ground. For low antennas (with resulting high elevation 
angles), the quality of the ground right under the antenna (in 
the near field) will also play a role in determining the eleva
tion angle (see Chapter 8, Section 1.2.1.4). But as DXers, we 
are not interested in antennas producing wave angles that 
radiate almost at the zenith. 

Over good ground, a dipole at λ/4 height radiates its 
maximum energy at the zenith. Over average ground, the 
wave angle is 72°. The only way to drastically lower the 
radiation angle with an antenna at such low height is to add 
another element. 

If we install a second dipole at close spacing (eg, λ/8), and 
at the same height (λ/4), and feed this second dipole 180° out
of-phase with respect to the first dipole, we achieve two things: 

• Approximately 2.5 dB of gain in a bidirectional pattern. 
•	 A lowering of the elevation angle from 72° to 37°! 

At the zenith angle the radiation is a perfect null, what
ever the quality of the ground is. This is because, at the zenith, 
the reflected wave from element number 1 (reflected from the 
ground right under the antenna) will cancel the direct wave 
from element number 2. The same applies to the reflected 

wave from element number 1 and the direct 90° wave from 
element number 2. All the power that is subtracted from the 
high angles is now concentrated at lower angles. Of course 
there also is a narrowing of the horizontal forward lobe. 
Example: A λ/2 80-meter dipole at 25 meters has a –3 dB 
forward-lobe beamwidth of 124° at an elevation angle of 45°. 
The 2-element version, described above, has a –3-dB angle of 
95° at the same 45° elevation angle. The impedance of the two 
dipoles has dropped very significantly to approximately 8 Ω. 

Fig 12-1 shows the elevation angles for three types of 
antennas over average ground: a horizontal dipole, two half 
waves fed 180° out-of-phase (spaced λ/8), and a 2-element 
Yagi. From this graph you can see that the only way to achieve 
a reasonably low radiation angle from a horizontally polarized 
antenna at low height of λ/3 or less is to add a second element. 
The 180° out-of-phase element lowers the radiation angle at 
lower antenna heights (below 0.35 λ) significantly more than 
a Yagi or a 2-element all-fed array. It also has the distinct 
advantage of suppressing all the high-angle radiation, which 
is not the case with the Yagis or all-fed arrays. 

Fig 12-1—Vertical elevation angle (wave angle) for 
three types of antennas over average ground: a half
wave dipole, a 2-element parasitic Yagi array and two 
close-spaced half-wave dipoles fed 180° out-of-phase. 
Note the remarkable superiority of the last antenna at 
low heights. The graph is applicable for 80 meters. 
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Fig 12-2—Configuration and radiation patterns of 
two close-spaced half-wave dipoles fed 180° out
of-phase at a height of 0.3 λλλλλ above average 
ground. The azimuth pattern at B is taken for an 
elevation angle of 36°. Note in the elevation pattern 
at C that all radiation at the zenith angle is effec
tively canceled out (see text for details). 

Fig 12-3—Feed-point impedance of the 2-element close
spaced array with elements fed 180° out-of-phase, as a 
function of spacing between the elements and heights 
above ground. The design frequency is 3.75 MHz. 

Fig 12-4—At A, vertical radiation pattern of the 
2-element close-spaced array compared to a single 
dipole at the same height of 0.3 λλλλλ (25 meters for 
3.8 MHz). The feed method for a spacing of λλλλλ/8 is 
shown at B. The feed-point impedance is about 
100 ΩΩΩΩΩ at the junction of the λλλλλ/4 and the 3λλλλλ/4 50-ΩΩΩΩΩ
feed lines. A λλλλλ/4 long 70-ΩΩΩΩΩ feed line can be used to 
provide a perfect match to a 50-ΩΩΩΩΩ feed line. 
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1. TWO-ELEMENT ARRAY SPACED λλλλλ/8, 
FED 180° OUT-OF-PHASE 

The vertical and the horizontal radiation patterns of 
the 2-element array are shown in Fig 12-2. As the antenna 
elements are fed with a 180° phase difference, feeding is 
simple. The impedances at both elements are identical. 
Fig 12-3 gives the feed-point impedance of the elements as 

a function of the spacing between the elements and the 
height. Within the limits shown, spacing has no influence 
on the gain or the directivity pattern. Very close spacings 
give very low impedances, which makes feeding more 
complicated and increases losses in the system. A mini
mum spacing of 0.15 λ is recommended. 

Compared to a single dipole at the same height, this 

Fig 12-5—Vertical radiation patterns of the 2-element all-fed array for different phasing angles. The current 
magnitude is the same for both elements. All patterns are plotted to the same scale. Patterns are shown for 
antenna heights of λλλλλ/4 (at A through D) and λλλλλ/2 (at E through H). A—160° phase difference. B and E—155° phase 
difference. C and F—145° phase difference. D and G—135° phase difference. H—125° phase difference. 
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antenna has a gain of 3.5 dB at its main elevation angle of 
37°, and of 4.5 dB at an elevation angle of 25° (see Fig 12-4). 

Feeding the array is done by running a λ/4 feed line to 
one element, and a 3λ/4 feed line to the other element. The 
feed point at the junction of the two feed lines is approxi
mately 100 Ω for an element spacing of 0.125 λ. A λ/4 long 
75-Ω cable will provide a perfect match to a 50-Ω feed line. 

You will have a 5:1 SWR on the two feed lines, so be 
careful when running high power! Another feed solution 
that may be more appropriate for high power is to run two 
parallel 50-Ω feed lines to each element, giving a feed line 
impedance of 25 Ω. In this case the SWR will be a more 
acceptable 2.2:1 on the line. At the end of the feed lines (λ/ 
4 and 3λ/4) the impedances will be 54 Ω. The parallel 
combination will be 27 Ω, which can be matched to a 50-Ω 
line through a quarter-wave transformer of 37.5 Ω (two 
parallel 75-Ω cables) or via a suitable L network. 

2. UNIDIRECTIONAL 2-ELEMENT 
HORIZONTAL ARRAY 

Starting from the above array, we can now alter the phase 
of the feed current to change the bidirectional horizontal 
pattern into a unidirectional pattern. The required phase to 
obtain beneficial gain and especially front-to-back ratio var
ies with height above ground. At λ/2 and higher, a phase 
difference of 135° produces a good result. At lower heights, a 
larger phase difference (eg, 155°) helps to lower the main 
wave angle. This is logical, as the closer we go to the 180° 
phase difference, the more the effect of the phase radiation 
cancellation at high angles comes into effect. 

Fig 12-5 shows the vertical radiation patterns obtained 
with different phase angles for a 2-element array at λ/4 and 
λ/2. Note that as we increase the phase angle, the high-angle 
radiation decreases, but the low-angle F/B worsens. The 
higher phase angle also yields a little better gain. For antenna 
heights between λ/4 and λ/2, a phase angle of 145° seems a 
good compromise. 

Feeding these arrays is not so simple, since the feed
current phase angles are not in quadrature (phase angle differ
ences in steps of 90°). For a discussion of feed methods see 
Chapter 11 on vertical arrays. Current forcing using a modi
fied Lewallen feed system seems to be the best choice. 

The question that comes to mind is, “Can we obtain 
similar gain and directivity with a parasitic array?” Let’s see. 

3. TWO-ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY 
(DIRECTOR TYPE) 

Our modeling tools teach us that we can indeed obtain 
exactly the same results with a parasitic array. A 2-element 
director-type array produces the same gain and a front-to
back ratio that is even slightly superior. 

As a practical 2-element parasitic-type wire array, I have 
developed a Yagi with 2 inverted-V-dipole elements. Fig 12-6 
shows the configuration as well as the radiation patterns 
obtained at a height of 25 meters (0.3 λ on 80 meters). To 
make the array easily switchable, both wire elements are made 
equally long (39.94 meters for a design frequency of 3.8 MHz). 
The inverted-V-dipole apex angle is 90°. A 25-meter high 
mast or tower is required. At that height we need to install a 
10-meter long horizontal support boom, from the end of 
which we can hang the inverted-V dipoles. The gain is 3.9 dB 

Fig 12-6—Configuration and calculated radiation 
patterns for the 2-element parasitic array using in
verted-V dipole elements. The array is installed with an 
apex angle of 90°, at a height of 0.3 λλλλλ (25 meters for 
3.8 MHz). Element spacing is λλλλλ/8. The vertical pattern 
of a single inverted-V dipole is included at B for 
comparison. At C, the azimuth pattern is shown for an 
elevation angle of 45°. The gain at the 45° peak eleva
tion angle is 3.9 dB over the single inverted-V dipole. 

versus an inverted-V dipole at the same height, measured at 
the main elevation angle of 45°. 

A loading capacitor with a reactance of – j 60 Ω pro
duces the right current phase in the director. The radiation 
resistance of the array is 24 Ω. To make the array easily 
switchable, we run two feed lines of equal length to the 
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106 

elements. From here on there are two possibilities: 

•	 We use a length of coax feed line to provide the required 
reactance of – j 65 Ω at the element. 

•	 We use a variable capacitor at the end of a λ/2 feed line. The 
theoretical value of the capacitor is: 

= 644 pF
2π×3.8×65 

Now we calculate the length of the open feed line that 
exhibits a capacitance of 644 pF on 3.8 MHz. The reactance at 
the end of an open feed line is given by: 

X = ZC × tan (90 − L)	 (Eq 12-1) 

where 

ZC = characteristic impedance of the line 
L = length of the line in degrees 

This can be rewritten as 

L = 90 − arctan 
X 

ZC 
(Eq 12-2) 

In our case we need X = – 60 Ω. Thus, 

60
L = 90 − arctan = 39.8° 

50
 
The physical length of this line is given by:
 

Lmeters 
833× Vf × l 

=	 
1000 × Fq 

(Eq 12-3) 

where 
Vf = velocity factor (0.66 for RG-213) 
Fq = design frequency 
l = length in degrees 

833× 0.66×39.8
Lmeters = = 5.76 meters 

1000 ×3.8 

Fig 12-7 shows the feed and switching arrangements 
according to the two above-mentioned systems. 

4. TWO-ELEMENT DELTA-LOOP ARRAY 
(REFLECTOR TYPE) 

Using the same support as described above (a 10-meter 
long boom at 25 meters), we can also design a 2-element 
delta-loop configuration. If the ground conductivity is excel
lent, and if we can install radials (a ground screen), the 
2-element delta-loop array should provide a lower angle of 
radiation and comparable gain to the 2-element inverted-
V-dipole array described in Section 3. 

4.1. Two-Element Delta Loop with 
Sloping Elements 

Since the low-impedance feed point of the vertically 
polarized delta loop is quite a distance from the apex, and as 
most of the radiation comes from the high-current areas of the 
antenna, we can consider using delta-loop elements that are 
sloping away from the tower. We could not do this with the 
inverted-V, 2-element array, since the high-current points are 
right at the apex. 

In this example I have provided a boom of 6 meters 
length at the top of the support at 25 meters. From the tips of 
the boom we slope the two triangles so that the base lines are 

Fig 12-7—Feeding arrangement for the 2-element parasitic array shown in Fig 12-6. Two lengths of RG-213 run to 
a switch box in the center of the array. The coax feeding the director is left open at the end, producing a reac
tance of - j 65 ΩΩΩΩΩ (equivalent to 644 pF at 3.8 MHz) at the element feed point. The radiation resistance of the 2
element array is 29 ΩΩΩΩΩ. An L network can be provided to obtain a perfect match to the 50-ΩΩΩΩΩ feed line. A current 
type of balun (eg, stack of ferrite beads) must be provided at both element feed points. 
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Fig 12-8—Configuration and radiation patterns of a 2
element delta-loop array, using sloping elements. The 
elements are fed with equal-magnitude currents and 
with a phase difference of 120°. The horizontal pattern 
at D is for an elevation angle of 18°. 
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now 8 meters away from the support and approximately 
2.5 meters above the ground. 

Fig 12-8 shows the radiation pattern obtained with the 
array when the loops are fed with equal current magnitude and 
with a phase difference of 120°. Note the tremendous F/B at 
low angles (more than 45 dB!). Gain over a single-element 
loop is 3.5 dB. The wave angle is 18° over a very good ground. 
One of the problems is, of course, the feed system for an array 
that is not fed in quadrature. 

Fig 12-9 shows the radiation patterns for the 2-element 
array with a parasitic reflector. The gain is the same as for the 
all-fed array and 3.4 dB over a single delta-loop element. The 
parasitic array shows a little less F/B at low angles, as com
pared to the all-fed array (see Fig 12-8), but the difference is 
slight. 

As with the 2-element dipole array, my personal prefer
ence goes to the parasitic array, since the all-fed array is not 
fed in quadrature, which means that the feed arrangement is all 
but simple (it requires a modified Lewallen feed system). The 
obvious feed method for the 2-element parasitic array uses 
two equal-length feed lines to a common point mid-way 
between the two loops. A small support can house the switch
ing and matching hardware. 

As with the 2-element inverted-V array, we use two 
loops of identical length, and use a length of shorted feed line 
to provide the required inductive loading with the reflector 
element. The length of the feed line required to achieve the 
required 140° inductive reactance is calculated as follows: 

XL = ZC × tan l (Eq 12-4) 

where 

XL = required inductance 
ZC = cable impedance 
l = cable length in degrees 

This can be rewritten as 

l = arctan 
XL 

XC 
(Eq 12-5) 

or 

140 
l = arctan = 61.8° 

75 

The physical length is given by 

833× Vf × l
Lmeters = (Eq 12-6)

1000 × Fq

where 

Lmeters = length, meters 

l = length in degrees 

Vf = velocity factor of the cable 

Fq = design frequency, MHz 


We use foam-type RG-11 (Vf = 0.81), because solid PE
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Fig 12-9—Radiation patterns for the 2-element delta
loop array having the same physical dimensions as 
the all-fed array of Fig 12-8, but with one element 
tuned as a reflector. In practice both triangles are 
made equal size, and the required loading induc
tance is inserted to achieve the phase angle. Pat
terns shown are for different values of loading coils 
(XL = 120, 140 and 160 ΩΩΩΩΩ). The feed-point impedance 
of the array will vary between 80 and 150 ΩΩΩΩΩ, depend
ing on the ground quality. 

type coax (Vf = 0.66) will be too short to reach the switch box. 

833 × 0.81× 61.8
Lmeters = = 10.97 meters 

1000 ×3.8 

Fig 12-10 shows the feed line and the switching arrange
ment for the array. Note that the cable going to the reflector 
must be short-circuited. The two coaxial feed lines must be 
equipped with current-type baluns (a stack of ferrite beads). 

The impedance of the array varies between 75 Ω and 
150 Ω, depending on the ground quality. If necessary, the 
impedance can easily be matched to the 50-Ω feed line using 
a small L network. This array can be made switchable from the 
SSB end of the band to the CW end by applying the capacitive 
loading technique as described in Chapter 10. 

Since this array was published in the Second Edition of 
this book, I have received numerous comments from people 
who have successfully constructed it. 

5. THREE-ELEMENT DIPOLE ARRAY 
WITH ALL-FED ELEMENTS 

A 3-element phased array made of λ/2 dipoles can be 
dimensioned to achieve a very good gain together with an 
outstanding F/B ratio. Three elements on a λ/4 boom (giving 
λ/8 spacing between elements) can yield nearly 6 dB of gain 
at the major radiation angle of 38° over a single dipole at the 
same height (over average ground). 

A. Christman, KB8I, described a 3-element dipole array 
with outstanding directional and gain properties. (Ref 963.) I 
have modeled a 3-element inverted-V-dipole array using the 
same phase angles. The inverted-V elements have an apex 
angle of 90°, and the apex at 25 meters above ground. The 
radiation patterns are shown in Fig 12-11. 

The elements are fed with the following currents: 
I1 = 1 /–149° A 
I2 = 1 /0° A 
I3 = 1 /146° A 

With the antenna at 25 meters above ground and ele
ments that are 39.72-meters long (design frequency = 
3.8 MHz), the element feed-point impedances are: 
Z1 = – 36 + j 24.5 Ω 
Z2 = 12.3 + j 25 Ω 
Z3 = 7.6 – j 12.2 Ω 

If you are confused by the minus sign in front of the real 
part of Z1, it just means that in this array, element number 1 
is actually delivering power into the feed system, rather than 
taking power from it. This is a very common situation with 
driven arrays, especially where close spacing is used. 
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Fig 12-10—Feeding and direction-switching arrangement for the 2-element parasitic delta-loop array as shown in 
Fig 12-9. The length of the 75-ΩΩΩΩΩ feed lines going from the feed points to the switch box is 61.8°. For 3.8 MHz, and 
using foam-type coax (Vf = 0.81), this equals 10.98 meters. The spacing between the elements at the height of the 
feed points is about 5 meters. Note that the feed line to the reflector needs to be short-circuited. A simple L 
network provides a perfect match for a 50-ΩΩΩΩΩ feed line. 

A possible feed method consists of running three λ/4 
lines to a common point. Current forcing is employed: We use 
50-Ω feed lines to the outer elements, and two parallel 50-Ω 
lines to the central element. The method is described in detail 
in Chapter 11 on vertical arrays. 

It is much easier to model such a wonderful array and to 
calculate a matching network than to build and align the 
matching system. Slight deviations from the calculated im
pedance values mean that the network component values will 
be different as well. There is no method of measuring the 
driven impedances of the elements. All you can do in the way 
of measuring is use an HF vector voltmeter and measure the 
voltages at the end of the three feed lines. The voltage magni
tudes should be identical, and the phase as indicated above 
(E1, E2 and E3). If they are not, the values of the networks can 
be tweaked to obtain the required phase angles. Good luck! 

We have seen that we can just about match the perfor
mance of a 2-element all-fed array with a parasitic array. We 
will see that the same can be done with a 3-element array. 
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6. THREE-ELEMENT PARASITIC DIPOLE 
ARRAY 

The model that was developed has a gain of 4.5 dB over 
a single inverted V-element (at the same height) for its main 
elevation angle of 43°. The F/B ratio is just over 20 dB, as 
compared to just over 30 dB with the all-driven array. At the 
same antenna height (0.3 λ), the radiation angle of the 3
element parasitic was also slightly higher (43 Ω) than for the 
3-element all-fed array (38 Ω), modeled over the same aver
age ground. 

Fig 12-11 shows the superimposed patterns for the all
driven and the parasitic 3-element array (for 80 meters at 
25 meters height). Note that the 3-element all-fed has a better 
rejection at high angles. This is because the currents in the 
outer elements have a greater phase shift (versus the driven 
element) than in the parasitic array. These phase shifts are: 
Reflector: 

All-driven array: –149° 
Parasitic array: –147° 
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Director: 
All-driven array: +147° 
Parasitic array: +105° 
This demonstrates again that, with an all-driven array, we 

have more control over all the parameters that determine the 
radiation pattern of the array. Like the 2-element array de
scribed in Section 3, the 3-element array is also made using 
three elements identical in length. The required element reac
tances for the director and reflector are obtained by inserting the 
required inductance or capacitance in the center of the element. 
In practice we bring a feed line to the outer elements as well. 
The feed lines are used as stubs, which represent the required 
loading to turn the elements into a reflector or director. 

The question is, which is the most appropriate type of feed 
line for the job, and what should be its impedance? Table 12-1 
shows the stub lengths obtained with various types of feed 
lines. The length of the open-ended stub serving to produce a 
negative reactance (for use as a director stub) is given by: 

l° = 90 − arctan 
XC (Eq 12-7)
ZC 

For the short-circuited stub serving to produce a positive 
reactance (for the reflector), the formula is: 

l° = arctan 
XL 

ZC 

•	 From Table 12-1 we learn the 450-Ω stub requires a very 
long length to produce the required negative reactance for 
the director (17.28 meters). 

Table 12-1 
Required Line Length for the Loading Stubs of 
the Parasitic Version of the 3-Element Array of 
Fig 12-11 
ZC Length, Length Length 
Ω VF Degrees Meters Feet 

Director
 50 0.66 42.3 6.12 20.08
 75 0.66 53.75 7.77 25.49 

100 0.95 83.03 8.85 29.04 
450 0.95 83.03 17.28 56.70 

Reflector
 50 0.66 52.53 7.58 13.39
 75 0.66 40.91 5.91 13.39 

100 0.66 33.02 4.77 15.65 
450 0.95 8.22 1.71 5.61 

Other data: 
Design frequency = 3.8 MHz, wavelength = 78.89 meters 
Director XC = −55 Ω 
Reflector XL = +65 Ω 

Fig 12-11—Configuration and radiation patterns for two 
types of 3-element inverted-V-dipole arrays with apexes at 
0.3 λλλλλ. At both C and D, one pattern is for the all-fed array 
and the other for an array with a parasitic reflector and 
director. The all-fed array outperforms the Yagi-type array 
by approximately 1 dB in gain, as well as 10 dB in F/B. 
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Fig 12-12—The 3-element parasitic type inverted-V 
dipole array is made with elements that have exactly the 
same length. The required element loading is obtained 
by inserting the required capacitance or inductance in 
the center of these elements. This is obtained by using 
stubs, as shown here. With a 450-ΩΩΩΩΩ transmission line we 
require only a short 1.71-meter long piece of short
circuited line to make a stub for the reflector. For the 
director we connect a 750-pF capacitor across the end 
of the open-circuit line. This can be switched with a 
single-pole relay, as explained in the text. 

•	 When made from 50-Ω or 75-Ω coax, we obtain attractive 
short lengths. The disadvantage is that you need to put a 
current balun at the end of the stubs to keep any current 
from flowing on the outside of the coax shield. 

•	 A third solution is to use a 100-Ω shielded balanced line, 
made of two 50-Ω coax cables. The lengths are still very 
attractive, and you no longer require the current balun. 

•	 A final solution is to use the 450-Ω transmission line for the 
reflector (1.71 meters long) and to load the line with an 
extra capacitor to turn it into a capacitor. I assumed a 
velocity factor of 0.95 for the transmission line. You must 
check this in all cases (see Chapter 11 on vertical arrays). 
The capacitive reactance produced by an open-circuited 
line of 1.71 meters length at 3.8 MHz is: 

XL = 450 tan (90° − 8.22°) = + j 3115 Ω 

This represents a capacitance value of only: 

106 
= 13.4 pF

2 π× 3.8× 95 

The required capacitive reactance was – j 55 Ω, which 
represents a capacitance value of 

106 
= 762 pF

2π× 3.8× 95 

This means we need to connect a capacitor with a value 
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Fig 12-13—Radiation pattern of the 3-element inverted-
V type array at a height of λλλλλ/2. Note that the all-fed 
array still outperforms the Yagi-type array, but with a 
smaller margin than at a height of 0.3 λλλλλ (Fig 12-11). To 
produce an optimum radiation pattern, the values of 
the loading impedances were different than those for a 
height of 0.3 λλλλλ. See text for details. 

of 762 – 13.4 = 750 pF across the end of the open stub. This 
last solution seems to be the most flexible one. A parallel 
connection of two transmitting-type ceramic capacitors, 500 pF 
and 250 pF, will do the job perfectly. If you want even more 
flexibility you can use a 500-pF motor-driven variable in 
parallel with a 500-pF fixed capacitor. This will allow you to 
tune the array for best F/B. 

The practical arrangement is shown in Fig 12-12. From 
each outer element we run a 1.71-meter long piece of 450-Ω 
line to a small box mounted on the boom. The box can also be 
mounted right at the center of the inverted-V element, whereby 
the 1.71-meter transmission line is shaped in a large 1-turn 
loop. The box houses a small relay, which either shorts the 
stub (reflector) or opens, leaving the 750-pF capacitor across 
the line. 

Is the relative “inferiority” of the parasitic array due to 
the low height? In order to find out I modeled the same 
antennas at λ/2 height. Fig 12-13 shows the vertical and the 
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horizontal radiation patterns for the all-driven and parasitic
array versions of the 3-element inverted-V array at this height. 
Note that the all-driven array still has 0.9 dB better gain than 
the parasitic array. The F/B is still a little better as well, 
although the difference is less pronounced than at lower 
height. The optimum pattern was obtained when loading the 
director with a –50-Ω impedance and the reflector with a 
+30-Ω impedance. The gain of the all-fed array is 5.7 dB 
versus a dipole at the same height (at 28° elevation angle). For 
the 3-element parasitic array, the gain is 4.8 dB versus the 
dipole at its main elevation angle of 29°. 

In looking at the vertical radiation pattern it is remark
able again that the all-driven array excels in F/B performance 
at high angles. Notice the “bulge” that is responsible for 5 to 
10 dB less F/B in the 35°-50° wave-angle region. 

It must be said that I did not try to further optimize the 
parasitic array by shifting the relative position of the ele
ments. By doing this, further improvement could no doubt be 
made. This, of course, would make it impossible to switch 
directions, since the array would no longer be symmetrical. 

6.1. Conclusion 
All-fed arrays made of horizontal dipoles or inverted-V 

dipoles always outperform the parasitic-type equivalents in 
gain as well as F/B performance. As they are not fed in 
quadrature, it is elaborate or even “difficult” to feed them 
correctly. 

The parasitic-type arrays lend themselves very well for 
remote tuning of the parasitic elements. Short stubs (open
ended to make a capacitor, or short-circuited to make an 
inductor) make good tuning systems for the parasitic ele
ments. Switching from director to reflector can easily be done 
with a single-pole relay and a capacitor at the end of a short 
open-wire stub. 

The same 3-element array made of fully horizontal (flat 
top) dipoles exhibits 1.0 dB more gain than the inverted-V 
version at the same apex height. 

7. DELTA LOOPS IN PHASE 
(COLLINEAR) 

Two delta loops can be erected in the same plane and fed 
with in-phase currents to provide gain and directivity. In order 
to obtain maximum gain, the loops must be separated about 
λ/8, as shown in Fig 12-14. In this case the two loops, fed in 
phase exhibit a gain of almost 3.5 dB over a single loop! The 
array has a front-to-side directivity of at least 15 dB, not 
negligible. The impedance on a single loop is between 125 and 
160 Ω. Each element can be fed via a 75-Ω λ/2 feed line. At the 
point where they join the impedance will be 60 to 80 Ω. The 
radiation patterns and the configuration are shown in Fig 12-14. 

This may be an interesting array if you have two towers 
with the right separation and pointing in the right direction. As 
with all vertically polarized delta loops, the ground quality is 
very important as to the efficiency and the low-angle radiation 

Fig 12-14—Configuration of the 2-element collinear delta-loop array with 10-meter spacing between the tips of the 
deltas. This array has a gain of 3.0 dB over a single delta loop. The loops are fed λλλλλ/4 from the apex on the sloping 
wire in the center of the array (see text for details). The pattern at C is for an elevation angle of 18°. 
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Fig 12-15—There is some similarity between the half-diamond loop, described by VE2CV and shown at A and two 
delta loops in phase. Overlays of the vertical (B) and horizontal (C) patterns show, however, that the 2-element 
delta loop has better high-angle discrimination, in addition to almost 1 dB more gain. 

of the array (see Chapter 10 on large loops). 
Putting the loops closer together results in a spectacular 

drop in gain. Loops with touching tips only exhibit approxi
mately 1-dB gain over a single element—they’re not worth 
the effort! 

In one of his articles on elevated radials, John Belrose, 
VE2VC, mentioned the half-diamond loop, which has a 
significant resemblance to the delta loop (Ref 7824). I 
modeled this array and compared it to the 2-element delta 
loop shown in Fig 12-14. Fig 12-15 shows both the hori
zontal and the vertical radiation pattern of both antennas in 
overlay. The 2-element delta has almost 0.7 dB more gain 
and has excellent high-angle rejection, while the half
diamond loop has some very strong high-angle response, 
which is of course due to the way the radials are laid out, 
resulting in zero high-angle cancellation. The extra gain 
that was thought to be achieved by laying radials in one 
direction, is apparently more than wasted in high angle 
radiation. It seems that the two in-phase delta loops are 
still, by far, the best choice. 

8. ZL Special 
The ZL Special, sometimes called the HB9CV, is a 

2-element dipole array with the elements fed 135° out-of
phase. This configuration is described in Section 2. It is the 
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equivalent of the vertical arrays described in Chapter 11. 
These well-known configurations make use of a spe

cific feeding method. The feed points of the two elements are 
connected via an open-wire feed line that is crossed. The 
crossing introduces a 180° phase shift. The length of the line, 
with a spacing of λ/8 between the elements, introduces an 
additional phase shift of approximately 45°. The net result is 
180° + 45° = 225° phase shift, lagging. This is equivalent to 
360° – 225° = 135° leading. 

Different dimensions for this array have been printed in 
various publications. Correct dimensions for optimum per
formance will depend on the material used for the elements 
and the phasing lines. Jordan, WA6TKT, who designed the 
ZL Special entirely with 300-Ω twin lead (Ref 908), recom
mends that the director (driven element) be 447.3/fMHz and 
the reflector be 475.7/fMHz, with an element spacing of 
approximately 0.12 λ. 

Using air-spaced phasing line with a velocity factor of 
0.97, the phasing-line length is 119.3°. This configuration of 
the ZL Special with practical dimensions for a design fre
quency of 3.8 MHz is given in Fig 12-16, along with radia
tion patterns. As it is rather unlikely that this antenna will be 
made rotatable on the low bands, I recommend the use of 
open-wire feeders to an antenna tuner. Alternatively, a co
axial feed line can be used via a balun. 
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Fig 12-16—The ZL Special (or HB9CV) antenna is a 
popular design that gives good gain and F/B for close 
spacing. Radiation patterns were calculated with 
ELNEC for the dimensions shown at A, for a height of 
λλλλλ/2 above average ground. The horizontal pattern at C 
is for an elevation angle of 27°. 

Fig 12-17—Typical Lazy-H configuration for 80 meters. 
The same array can obviously be made for 40 meters 
with all dimensions halved. 

9. LAZY H 
The Lazy-H antenna is an array that is often used by low

banders that have a bunch of tall towers, where they can support 
Lazy-Hs between them. Fig 12-17 shows a typical Lazy-H 
layout for use on 80 meters. Such a 4-element Lazy-H has a 
very respectable gain of about 11 dBi over average ground, as 
shown in Fig 12-18. Its gain at a 20° elevation angle is 
nearly 4 dB above a flat-top dipole at the same height, and 
1.7 dB over a collinear (two λ/2 waves) at the same height. 
The outstanding feature of the Lazy-H is however, that the 90° 
(zenith) radiation, which is very dominant with the dipole and 
the collinear, is almost totally suppressed. This makes it a 
good DX-listening antenna as well! 

The easiest way to feed the array is shown in Fig 12-18. 
A λ/4 open-wire line, shorted at its end, is probed to find the 
low-impedance point (50 or 75 Ω). Fine adjustment of the 
length of the line and the position of the tap make it possible 
to find a perfect resistive 50 or 75-Ω point. One of the popular 
antenna analyzers is a valuable tool to find the exact match. 
The same antenna can be used for both ends of the 80-meter 
band, all that is required is a different set of values for the 
length of the λ/4 stub and the position of the tap. This can be 
achieved with some rather simple relay switching. 

10. BOBTAIL CURTAIN 
The Bobtail Curtain consists of three phased λ/4 verti

cals, spaced λ/2 apart, where the center element is fed at the 
base, while the outer elements are fed via a horizontal wire 
section between the tips of the verticals. Through this feeding 
arrangement, the current magnitude in the outer verticals is 
half of the current in the center vertical. The current distribu
tion in the top wire is such that all radiation from this horizon
tal section is effectively canceled. The configuration as well 
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Fig 12-18—Vertical and horizontal radiation patterns 
of the 80-meter Lazy H shown in Fig 12-17 compared 
to the patterns of a flat-top dipole and a 2 × λλλλλ/2 
collinear at the same height (over average ground). 

as the radiation patterns are shown in Fig 12-19. 
The gain of this array over a single vertical is 4.4 dB. The 

–3-dB forward-lobe beamwidth is only 54°, which is quite 
narrow. This is because the radiation is bidirectional. K. 
Svensson, SM4CAN, who published an interesting little book
let on the Bobtail Array, recommends the following formulas 
for calculating the lengths of the elements of the array. 

Vertical radiators: l = 68.63/FMHz 
Horizontal wire: l = 143.82/F 

where 

FMHz = design frequency, MHz 
l = length, meters 

Fig 12-19—Configuration and radiation patterns for the 
Bobtail curtain. This antenna exhibits a gain of 4.4 dB 
over a single vertical element. The current distribution, 
shown at A, reveals how the three vertical elements 
contribute to the low-angle broadside bidirectional 
radiation of the array. The horizontal section acts as a 
phasing and feed line and has no influence on the 
broadside radiation of the array. The horizontal pattern 
at C is for an elevation angle of 22°. 
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Fig 12-20—The Bobtail Curtain is fed at a high-imped
ance point with a parallel-tuned circuit, where the coax 
is tapped a few turns from the cold end of the coil. The 
array can be made to operate over a very large band
width by simply retuning the tuned circuit. 

The antenna feed-point impedance is high (several thou
sand ohms). The array can be fed as shown in Fig 12-20. This 
is the same feed arrangement as for the voltage-fed T antenna, 
described in Chapter 9 on vertical antennas. In order to make 
the Bobtail antenna cover both the CW as well as the phone 
end of the band, it is sufficient to retune the parallel resonant 
circuit. This can be done by switching a little extra capacitor 
in parallel with the tuned circuit of the lower frequency, using 
a high-voltage relay. 

The bottom ends of the three verticals are very hot with 
RF. You must take special precautions so that people and 
animals cannot touch the vertical conductors. 

Do not be misled into thinking that the Bobtail Array 
does not require a good ground system just because it is a 
voltage-fed antenna. As with all vertically polarized antennas, 
it is the electrical quality of the reflecting ground that deter
mines the efficiency and the low-angle radiation of the array. 

11. HALF-SQUARE ANTENNA 
The Half-Square antenna was first described by Vester, 

K3BC (Ref 1125). As its name implies, the Half-Square is 
half of a Bi-Square antenna (on its side), with the ground 
making up the other half of the antenna (see Chapter 10 on 
large loop antennas). It can also be seen as a Bobtail with part 
of the antenna missing. 

Fig 12-21 shows the antenna configuration and the 
radiation patterns. The feed-point impedance is very high 
(several thousand ohms), and the antenna is fed like the 
Bobtail. The gain is somewhat less than 3.4 dB over a single 
λ/4 vertical. The forward-lobe beamwidth is 68°, and the 
pattern is essentially bidirectional. There is some asymmetry 
in the pattern, which is caused by the asymmetry of the design: 
The current flowing in the two verticals is not identical. As far 
as the required ground system is concerned, the same remarks 
apply as for the Bobtail antenna. 

Fig 12-21—Configuration and radiation patterns of the 
Half-Square array, with a gain of 3.4 dB over a single 
vertical. The antenna pattern is somewhat asymmetri
cal because the currents in the vertical conductors are 
not identical. The azimuth pattern at C is for an eleva
tion angle of 22°. 
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